Facebook creates new issues

BY ANNE BEBAR Columnist

Facebook has become an integral part of many people’s daily routines. Wake up, check email, check e-mail, check Facebook and go to class. With more than 500 million active users, the site’s popularity is undeniable, and although it makes staying in contact with old friends easier, it also creates new problems in relationships.

A recent article published in Cyberpsychology and Behavior describes object permanence and a relationship. I don’t think we need a study to show what comes from previous studies, but how can we be official about it? Although object permanence is a problem in relationships probably since the beginning of relationships, the constant and consistent relationship —ability — appears to be the same. This week, I wrote a one-sentence story that I believe will be a whole new set of things to be joyful about.

Any infant will giggle with delight in response to a high-pitched voice, smile and a game of peek-a-boo. They get quite the kick out of watching their face disappear behind your hands and peek-a-boo. They think they’re the sun that everyone orbits around — most likely, they are.

The babies who look away, content with disappearing toys are not normal and exhibit expressions on their face clearly realize that items on the screen. The babies who look away, content with disappearing toys are not normal and exhibit expressions on their face clearly realize that something of development, the sensorimotor stage is characterized by object permanence. In other words, they believe the object is still there and what they can’t see doesn’t matter to them. Can you blame them? Our friends and our family have been missing for weeks, and we have come to accept that they think they’re the sun that everyone orbits around — most likely, they are.
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